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Abstract
Nowadays, Smart Healthcare Systems (SHS) are frequently used by people for personal healthcare observations using

various smart devices. The SHS uses IoT technology and cloud infrastructure for data capturing, transmitting it through

smart devices, data storage, processing, and healthcare advice. Processing such a huge amount of data from numerous IoT

devices in a short time is quite challenging. Thus, technological frameworks such as edge computing or fog computing can

be used as a middle layer between cloud and user in SHS. It reduces the response time for data processing at the lower level

(edge level). But, Edge of Things (EoT) also suffers from security and privacy issues. A robust healthcare monitoring

framework with secure data storage and access is needed. It will provide a quick response in case of the production of

abnormal data and store/access the sensitive data securely. This paper proposed a Secure Framework based on the Edge of

Things (SEoT) for Smart healthcare systems. This framework is mainly designed for real-time health monitoring, main-

taining the security and confidentiality of the healthcare data in a controlled manner. This paper included clustering

approaches for analyzing bio-signal data for abnormality detection and Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) for bio-signal

data security and secure access. The experimental results of the proposed framework show improved performance with

maintaining the accuracy of up to 98.5% and data security.

Keywords Electronic healthcare system � Edge computing � SEoT � Attribute-based encryption � Secure health monitoring �
Clustering � Data security and privacy

1 Introduction

Health is a basic need of a living being. A good healthcare

system of a country is a vital parameter to reflect its

developmental growth. India has a vast population, ranked

2nd in the world. The huge population and diversity in the

living conditions of individuals in the country make it quite

challenging to provide a good, uniform health care service.

With the digital revolution in the healthcare sector, SHS

came into existence. SHS facilities to the people with the

help of various technologies and smart devices. The tech-

nological development phases in SHS have travelled from

1.0 to 4.0 technology version of the healthcare framework

[1]. The key focus of these frameworks was from doctor-

centric to Electronic Health Record (EHR), to patient-

centric, to cloud technologies, respectively. The IoT-based

SHS framework is a network of interconnected smart

devices that sense, analyze and provide remote healthcare

solutions to people. Various wearable or imple-

mentable medical devices with embedded healthcare sen-

sors are continuously used to capture a person’s basic

health parameters. Through the observation and analysis of

the gathered data, customized healthcare suggestions are

provided to the particular person. So, this IoT-based SHS

model is a good solution for providing better healthcare

services. A major disadvantage of this model is that the

storage and security of the huge amount of continuously

gathered data are challenging tasks for the traditional

storage system. Thus, various healthcare providing
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agencies’ cloud-enabled data processing and storage solu-

tions emerged called Cloud of Things (CoT). The key

requirement of a good SHS is its quick responsiveness and

data security. It has been observed that the cloud-based

SHS model suffers from various challenges in catering for

these requirements. It suffers from high service latency due

to long-distance transmission between the user and the

cloud centre. The low network bandwidth and transmission

speed reduce the system’s efficiency while processing

massive data and multiple queries. Various security mea-

sures have been applied to counter real-time data security

threats. It also reduces system responsiveness in emergency

cases. So, considering all these issues, EoT-based SHS

provides a promising solution. Edge Computing (EC) is an

essential part of smart healthcare to make autonomous

judgments and real-time healthcare monitoring [2]. It uses

a decentralized architecture with data processing at the

edge of the frontier network nodes [3]. Before connecting

to the cloud, the EC layer will complete activities locally,

lowering network overhead. EC can also be easily inte-

grated with other wireless networks [4–7] to solve network

and computational issues. The benefits of Smart Healthcare

systems (SHS) are low-cost treatment, high-quality care,

effective data management and sharing schemes, online

accessibility, rapid elasticity, and many more [8, 9]. Data

processing near the data sources also improves the Quality

of Service (QoS) for delay-sensitive services. For example,

EC-enabled ambulance services are equipped with predic-

tive algorithms to make judgments without human inter-

vention in healthcare. Furthermore, EC faces many

challenges in network setups, wireless network integration,

the accuracy of quick decisions, data privacy, and many

more. The technological growth and smart functionality of

edge-based SHS bring several threats and attacks.

This research work mainly focuses on two research

problems of EC-based SHS. The first research problem is

the efficient analysis of the data acquired in the edge server

during remote health monitoring, which will make the final

decision for the patient treatment. For example, Critical

congenital heart disease (CCHD) patients suffer heart

defects from birth and need constant monitoring. However,

the COVID 19 pandemic makes it impossible to visit the

hospital regularly. In such cases, constant measurement

with an accuracy of Blood pressure, heart rate and rhythm,

and respiratory rate is essential. Another issue is that this

sensitive healthcare data is kept in the public cloud as

Patient Health Information (PHI). Smart community users

can easily access this PHI. The open public cloud for

storing sensitive PHI brings new security threats and data

access issues. Many data security approaches [10–14] have

been proposed in this direction. The author of [10] has

proposed a homomorphic encryption data security model.

It can perform data analysis in encrypted mode, reducing

the chances of intruders’ misuse. However, using this

encryption method will make data search operations diffi-

cult. Whenever the healthcare givers want to search the

desired patients’ EHR, the whole data must be decrypted

and again encrypted. So, this process will create a huge

bandwidth overhead for the model. Hence, the main

motivation of this paper is to build a SEoT framework

based on edge computing to deal with these present two

issues for time-critical healthcare applications.

The first research problem can be overcome by using a

clustering approach that can be used for the decision-making

of the monitored data. In a smart monitoring system, sensors

capture bio-signal data of critical care patients. This data is

aggregated and analyzed for decision-making remotely by

the medical personnel. The clustering-based approach

measures the similarity between sample data using the dis-

tance vector method. It can act as an efficient analytic tool to

determine the abnormality in a given user’s continuously

observed health parameter by putting it into different clus-

ters. For example, clustering different types of observed

pulse rates and SPO2 levels of a person can indicate the

severity of a chest infection. ABE-based access mechanism

can preserve this sensitive data’s privacy while stored on the

medical server. This encryption strategy can help maintain

data confidentiality while sharing it with stakeholders.

Hence, the contributions of the paper are

• This paper proposed the SEoT framework for secure

remote health monitoring and emergency services.

• It uses a clustering approach for data gathering and

aggregation. It will help medical personnel with quick

decision-making.

• An ABE technique with an access policy has been

included in the SEoT framework to maintain high-level

security and access control with low cost and latency.

• The performance and outcome of the proposed frame-

work securely show better abnormal data detection.

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as fol-

lows: Sect. 2 discusses the related works. Section 3

describes the proposed SEoT framework. Section 4 dis-

cusses the experimental evaluation of the proposed SEoT

framework. The implementation and result of the proposed

framework are analyzed in Sect. 5. The conclusion of this

research work is presented in Sect. 6.

2 Related work

Technological advancement such as IoT, CoT, and EoT in

the healthcare sector has completely revolutionized the

human world. Various issues and challenges have been

observed in the transition from the 1.0 to 4.0 technology

version of the healthcare framework [15]. A few major
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challenges are data security, storage, service latency, net-

work bandwidth etc. Various research works [16–21] has

been done to tackle these issues in SHS. In [22] IoT-based

healthcare framework is proposed to process multimedia

data. The use of blockchain technology makes it secure,

transparent and controlled access to patient records and

shipment processes. Authors claim success rate over the

ratio of product drop, attacks line falsification, and

wormhole based on simulation result is 86% better than

existing works using blockchain technique. The Trust of

nodes is calculated after a specific interval, improving

performance. In [14] Ciphertext-Policy ABE (CPABE)

technique has been used to encrypt healthcare data. In [23]

an IoT-based healthcare system has been proposed using

particle swarm optimization. It provides an early warning

system by detecting the physical conditions in advance for

getting treatment accordingly. An IoT and the cloud-based

healthcare system in the home environment for assisted

living have been proposed in [24]. The model consists of an

intelligent medicine box including iMedBox, iMedPack,

and Bio-Patch. These boxes provide services like real-time

monitoring of bio-signals, data analysis, raising the alarm,

remote prescription, remote diagnosis, and medication. In

[25], an IoT and cloud-based monitoring system with

machine learning has been proposed. It includes GPS

tracking modules to provide real-time healthcare support to

the soldiers. It uses different sensors, including bomb

detector sensors, which enhance the security of soldiers’

lives. In [10], the author proposed a smart health surveil-

lance framework using Fully Homomorphic Encryption

(FHE) and a machine learning-based clustering technique.

In [26] an IoT-based healthcare system is proposed, where

patient data is protected using attribute-based encryption

with cross-domain support. The patient’s encrypted medi-

cal data is accessible by authorized users in normal situa-

tions. The break-glass access mechanism enables accessing

files of the patient’s medical history in emergencies. The

deduplication technique removes redundant data and

reduces transfer overhead. IoT-based healthcare framework

is proposed in [22]. It can process multimedia data. The use

of blockchain technology makes it secure, transparent and

controlled access to patient records and shipment pro-

cesses. Authors claim success rate over the ratio of product

drop, attacks line falsification, and wormhole based on

simulation result is 86 using blockchain technique. The

Trust of nodes is calculated after a specific interval which

improves the performance. The author in [27] proposed a

framework that is scalable semantically based on IoT,

detecting epidemics early. It uses an engine called Com-

plex Event Processing (CEP) to detect abnormal events in

Daily Living Activity (ADL). He processes data if it finds

any deviations in ADL. An updated version of semantic

message-oriented middleware architecture (SeMoM)

reduces complexity and scalability.

The HealthFog framework based on Edge Computing

devices with deep learning has been proposed in [28]. It can

automatically analyze heart disease to provide lightweight

fog or healthcare services and efficiently manage heart

patients’ data from IoT devices. In [29], blockchain andABE

techniques have been used to protect medical data. The

CPABE technique has been used in [30] to maintain the

secure monitoring of healthcare data. In [31], IoT, cloud and

edge-based healthcare systems with blockchain have been

proposed to provide data security during monitoring.

Homomorphic encryption based on mutual privacy-pre-

serving using the K-means strategy ensures the protection

between participants and the cluster centre [32]. The authors

in [33] have proposed an IoT with a cloud-based healthcare

system. It uses an IP-based multimedia service called IP

Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) to monitor patients’ health

conditions remotely. The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)

communicates with the IMS core and transmits data. This

system can handle emergencies by implementing an alert

systemwhich makes calls and sends messages automatically

in real-time. The sources of data are sensors, apps, and

smartwatches. In [34], the authors have developed a static

scheduler for Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) inte-

grated IoT-based healthcare applications for streaming in

real-time. It is energy efficient and uses Network-on-Chip

(NoC), Multiprocessor System-on-Chips (MPSoCs), and

Voltage Frequency Island (VFI). The scheduler is based on

nonlinear programming. The Re-Timed conditional task

graph is a pipelining software approach of task-level coarse-

grained reduces re-timing latency with constant energy

consumption. In [35] Privacy-Preserving Searchable

Encryption technique has been used in which decryption is

not required for searching data in the cloud. In [36], CP

weighted ABE has been used to ensure data security with

weighted attributes on the Internet of Health Things. The

author in [37] has proposed an EoT-based scalable and

efficient healthcare solution. In [38], a blockchain-based data

protection scheme has been proposed. The paper [39] pro-

poses an access control scheme for a cloud-based

E-Healthcare system. From the above literature works, the

following research problems are identified:

• The lack of uniformity among connected devices

reduces the accuracy of the data.

• Massive data being transferred and stored can be

hacked and misused.

• The cost in terms of communicational and computa-

tional cost is very high for constrained devices.

• High latency and response time degrade the Quality of

Services (QoS) parameter in the cloud-based healthcare

system.
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3 Proposed framework

This section discusses the proposed SEoT framework for

remote health monitoring and emergency services. The

proposed framework consists of mainly four layers: the

Data generation layer, Edge computing layer, Cloud stor-

age layer, and the smart healthcare community, as shown in

Fig. 1. The sensors in different devices collect the health-

care data of a person in the data generation layer. The data

is then transferred to the edge layer through the gateway

devices. In the edge computing layer, the edge server is

responsible for keeping all details of secure patient data

stored in the cloud. It also operates clustering techniques to

determine the abnormal patient data. All collected data

from the body sensors are transferred to the edge layer and

then from the edge layer to the medical server in the cloud

storage layer. This edge layer includes an encryption

module with an access policy, ensuring patient data

integrity and confidentiality. During data retrieval, first, the

authentication is performed. After that, search tokens have

been generated, which helps to find the data pointer. The

Patient ID (PID) data pointer is sent to cloud storage to

retrieve patient data.

In the proposed framework, the novelty is applied in two

phases: one phase consists of a Data abnormality Detection

using the clustering-based approach, which is applied at the

edge level. Another includes Data Security using Attribute-

Based Encryption (ABE) technique with access policy. It

helps in detecting abnormal data. It helps to perverse the

privacy of sensitive data without adding much overhead to

the system.

3.1 Data abnormality detection

The proposed framework collects continuous bio-signals of

the user of the system. Observing the usual/normal bio-

signal value variation may indicate user health abnormal-

ity. So, by applying the clustering approach to the observed

data, it will be easy to figure out the deviation in the

observed bio-signal value. Thus, the first phase’s aim

includes making a cluster for different data values. It

enables the system to analyze and detect abnormal changes

in bio-signal data. The different clustering-based approa-

ches were used to make the cluster. These approaches are

K-means clustering (KMC) [10], First Nearest Neighbors

(FNN) [40], All Nearest Neighbors (ANN) [40], and

K-Medoid based Nearest Neighbors (KMNN) [40].

• KMC It is an unsupervised learning algorithm used to

solve the clustering problem in data science. This

approach aims to partition n observations into k clusters

Fig. 1 Proposed edge computing based secure health monitoring framework
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in which each observation belongs to the cluster with

the nearest mean. The algorithm takes the unlabeled

dataset as input. It divides the dataset into different

clusters based on the closest k-centre. For every data

point, find the closest centroid using the distance

measurement Euclidean Distance. Now, assign the data

point to the closest centroid. The founded centroid is the

average of all data points assigned to it. Algorithm 1

presents the pseudocode of KMC.

• FNN This algorithm mainly solves the travelling

salesman problem. The dataset’s first data object is

the most similar to the input data. Suppose the next data

object is to be found more similar to the new data

object. In that case, it can be labelled as most similar

and replace the old data object.

• ANN It is a proximity searching technique which is used

to solve the optimization problem. It computes the

nearest neighbour for each of the input points. The

pseudocode of this algorithm is presented inAlgorithm 1.

In this algorithm, all similar neighbour data object

information is stored. All these data object information

are included in determining the conclusion at each stage.

• KMNN This algorithm is an extension of KMC with

more robust noise cancellation. The low complexity of

the algorithm makes it more suitable for smaller

datasets. It is the combination of KMC and K-Medoid

in which the closest nearest neighbour is used for

computation purposes. It tries to reduce the sum of

distances between each data point and the Medoid of its

cluster. Medoid is the central cluster point with a

minimum distance to other data points.

3.2 Data security using ABE with access policy

Our proposed model applies the ABE encryption technique

before storage to perverse the privacy of sensitive data in

the cloud layer. This technique uses a Cipher Policy

Attribute-Based Encryption (CPAB) with hierarchical

property to support the scalability by delegating the key

generation task to next-level authority. Here, the hospital

management is the trusted party known as Root Master

(RM). Multiple domains, such as diagnosis, treatment,

pharmacy, insurance etc., can be domain masters (DM).

This phase will execute three algorithms. They are -

ATREE_GEN( ) , MKEY_GEN ( ), TOK_GEN ( )

algorithm.
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3.2.1 ATREE_GEN( )

Each domain will generate the secret key for the next level.

So, the hospital management will generate the secret key

for each domain (diagnosis/treatment). The RM’s role is to

manage different domains and distribute system parame-

ters. The Domain Manager (DM) is responsible for

managing attributes by creating subdomains (D). Different

domain managers manage domains like medical history,

illness, insurance, etc. We assign a set of attributes in each

domain in the tree-like structure. An index table (T1) for

attribute generation is presented in Table 1. Now, the

construction of the tree matrix is given below-

Step 1 The DM is assigned with a value of ‘1’ in the left

node, and the right is assigned ‘0’. Suppose the

left node (LID) has a sub-domain name Diagnosis

(D1) and the right node (RID) have a sub-domain

name Treatment (D2). The sub-domain D1 and D2

are represented with codeword C1 = 01 and C2 =

00. This label is defined as label 1 with the secret

key. In this way, each attribute is presented in a

tree structure.

Step 2 Each attribute will assign a unique value using a

codeword to identify it easily. The attribute tree of

order (depth) n = ni has 2n terminal nodes. The

label 2 attributes are primary attributes of the sub-

domain D1. For example, attribute such as

Symptoms and Test Reports is represented as

codewords C3 and C4 where C3 = 011 and C4 =

010. Similarly, under level 2, another sub-domain

D2, which is termed as ‘‘Treatment’’having Pri-

mary attributes ‘‘Medicine’’and ‘‘Therapy’’repre-

sented as codewords C5 and C6 with codeword C5

= 001 and C6= 000.

Step 3 Now, each primary attribute has some secondary

attributes represented in the next label, i.e. Label

3. In this label, all attributes related to each pri-

mary attribute are placed. So under D1, the node

(D4) will represent attributes as codewords C7 and

C8 with codeword C7 = 0111 and C8 = 0110.

Similarly under D2, the node (D3) will represent

attributes as codewords C9 and C10 with code-

word C9 = 0101 and C10 = 0100. In this way, the

attributes are represented in a tree structure. The

algorithm constructs a tree representing the attri-

butes as a codeword. It generates a master key for

each level using the MKEY_GEN algorithm.

3.2.2 MKEY_GEN ( )

Step 1 In this key generation process, MKEY_GEN()

algorithm will execute. The algorithm is explained with an

example. In this algorithm, we first store the innovation bits

‘0’and ‘1’in location 1 and location 2, respectively. Now,

in label 1, two codewords C1 = 01 and C2 = 00 have

generated the secret key K1 = 21 and K2 = 22 with their

locations i.e. location 3 and location 4.

Table 1 Index table (T1) for
attribute generation

Domain Attribute Attribute ID Label Codeword

D1 Diagnosis LID 01 RID 01 1 011 (C3) 010 (C4)

D2 Treatment LID 00 RID 00 1 001 (C6) 000 (C5)

D3 Symptoms LID 011 RID 011 2 0100 (C10) 0101 (C9)

D4 Test report LID 010 RID 010 2 0110 (C8) 0111 (C7)

D5 Therapy LID 000 RID 000 2 0000 (C14) 0001 (C13)

D6 Surgery LID 001 RID 001 2 0010 (C12) 0011 (C11)

Table 2 Index table (T2) for master key generation

Domain Label Codeword Key location Generated key

D1 1 C1(01) 3 21

D2 1 C2(00) 4 22

D1 2 C3(011) 5 31

D1 2 C4(010) 6 32

D2 2 C5(001) 7 41

D2 2 C6(000) 8 42

D4 3 C7(0111) 9 51

D4 3 C8(0110) 10 52

D3 3 C9(0101) 11 61

D3 3 C10(0100) 12 62
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Step 2 In this step, the next lebel i.e lebel 2 key gen-

eration is performed with the two codewords C3 = 011 and

C4 = 010 have generated the secret key K3 = 31 and K4 =

32 with their locations i.e. location 5 and location 6. Then

the other two codewords C5 = 001 and C6 = 000 have

Table 3 Search key generation

table (T3)
Keyword (attribute name) DOC_id Encrypted index Search token

ATTR_NMðW1Þ DID1 ENC½W1jjDID1� C1jjDP1

ATTR_NMðW2Þ DID2 ENC½W2jjDID2� C2jjDP2

ATTR_NMðW3Þ DID3 ENC½W3jjDID3� C3jjDP3

ATTR_NMðW4Þ DID4 ENC½W4jjDID4� C4jjDP4

Fig. 2 Attribute tree

Fig. 3 Policy tree for proposed model
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generated the secret key K5 = 41 and K6 = 42 with their

locations i.e. location 7 and location 8.

Step 3 In this step, the next lebel i.e lebel 3 key gen-

eration is performed with the two codewords C7 = 0111

and C8 = 0110 have generated the secret key K7 = 51 and

K8 = 52 with their locations i.e. location 9 and location 10.

Then the other two codewords C9 = 0101 and C10 = 0100

have generated the secret key K9 = 61 and K10 = 62 with

Fig. 4 Statistic values while selecting the first attribute of subject 4

Fig. 5 Statistic values while selecting the second attribute of subject 4
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their locations i.e. location 11 and location 12. In this way,

the key structure will be generated. The described algo-

rithmic parameters are listed in Index table ðT2Þ Table 2.

3.2.3 TOK_GEN ( )

Step 1 A Search Token (ST) will be generated by including

user input as a search keyword (which is defined by

Attribute Name (AT). The search token for a keyword

(attribute name) is computed with all combinations of

codewords. The token is generated with the codeword and

Data Pointer (DP). Here, we use key location as DP.

Step 2 ST is used to find the document ID (DID) from

the index table of codeword and data pointer. With the help

of mapping Table 2, the key location can be traced.

Step 3 Data pointer used to find the secret key of the

corresponding attribute IDs which match the search token

and send back the corresponding document to the user with

that attribute.

Step 4 The decryption can be carried by DECKdoc (Di),

including a secret key. The parameter details of search key

generation are summarized in table ðT3) Table 3.

3.3 Access policy

The data owner creates the access policy for each attribute

of EHR. In the scheme, the access policy is based on the

access structure of the EHR. In the access structure, each

intermediate node represents a threshold gate and each leaf

node represents the attribute of the data user. If a node has

a total N number of child nodes and T is the threshold

value for all user attributes, then for T == 1 corresponding

node is OR-Gate and for T == N, the node is AND-Gate. In

this access policy, each domain, such as ‘‘diagnosis’’,

‘‘treatment’’, etc., is designed in an attribute tree shown in

Fig. 2. The access policy is defined so that each value

contains a 1 or 0-bit string for comparable attributes such

as ‘‘Blood Pressure (BP)’’in the ‘‘diagnosis’’domain. For

example, the access policy of ‘‘BP’’, which is one of the

attributes in ‘‘Diagnosis,’’is ‘‘(Systolic (X) \ 120 AND

Diastolic[70)’’. These values are converted into a binary

string, and the policy structure is shown in Fig. 3.

4 Experimental evaluation

This section discussed the experimental evaluation and

analyzed the results of the proposed SEoT model.

4.1 Experimental setup

An android executable-based platform has been developed

for real-time health monitoring of healthcare data and

emergency services securely. The IoT devices and sensors

based on wired connection contain Arduino UNO R3

Fig. 6 Statistic values of all attributes of subject 4
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Board ATmega328P ATmega16U2 IoT device, multiple

sensors (LM35, DHT11, MQ-9, MQ-35, ECG sensor,

heartbeat sensor, SPD015GDN) for collection of patient

body information. The used IoT device is a low-cost,

lightweight, and breadboard-friendly board with a small

physical size that supports various families of Linux. The

secured framework is developed using Python high-level

Multi-paradigm programming language and implemented

on open-source Arduino Software (IDE) V-1.8.16.

4.2 Dataset description

For the experimental purpose, MHEALTH Dataset has

been downloaded from the UCI Machine Learning

Repository [41, 42]. The dataset contains 120 instances, 23

attributes, and 121781 web hits. This dataset is based on

multimodal body sensing, which comprises body motion

and vital signs of 10 volunteers performing several physi-

cal activities. The dataset includes 12 activities collected

from three sensor devices, measuring 24 body sensing

features. Shimmer3 wearable sensors have been implanted

on the subject’s chest, right wrist and left ankle to measure

vital body parameters. 2-lead ECG measurements can be

possible using the chest’s implanted sensor, which moni-

tors the basic heart conditions and arrhythmias. The data

collected for each volunteer(subject) is stored in a different

log file. Each log file contains the different sample values

(by rows) recorded for all 24 body features (attributes)

sensed by the three sensors placed on the human body (by

columns).

4.3 Clustering approach

The clustering algorithms are used to measure the abnor-

mal changes in MHEALTH Dataset [41, 42]. The first step

is to import the MHEALTH Dataset into the Weka explorer

(Weka Machine Learning tool). A snapshot of the Weka

tool (after data import) is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. These two

figures show only the data detail of one log file of the

MHEALTH dataset (volunteer/subject 4) under different

attributes for ease of understanding purpose. These results

also illustrate the statistic values in terms of minimum,

maximum, mean, and standard deviation. The statistic

values are changed when the subject attribute value has

been changed. Figure 6 shows the statistic values of all 24

attributes of subject 4, and Fig. 7 shows the clustering

result after applying clustering algorithms to subject 4. The

different cluster has been prepared to determine the accu-

racy of data value distribution among the cluster. Figure 8

shows the accuracy of four different clusters under differ-

ent clustering algorithms. The graphical presentation of the

result shows that KMNN clustering algorithm accuracy is

better than the other three algorithms.

5 Performance and result analysis

After the experimental setup and data clustering, the per-

formance of the proposed SEoT framework is calculated.

All four abnormal data detection strategies using four dif-

ferent clustering approaches mentioned in the proposed

algorithm 1 were used to measure the framework’s

Fig. 7 Clustering result of

subject 4
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performance. In this work, the experiment has been per-

formed on different dataset lengths to observe the scala-

bility of the proposed framework. Three experiments were

conducted with the dataset length of 50%, 75%, and 100%

of the total dataset. The experimental data are again splitted

into three parts with a ratio of 60:20:20. 60% of the dataset

is considered a training sample, 20% is considered a vali-

dation sample, and the last 20% is considered a testing

sample. All four clustering strategies (KMC, FNN, ANN,

and KMNN) are considered during the implementation.

Different data points (1000, 3000, 5000, and 8000) are also

considered to determine the variation in results with respect

to data points. The obtained results in terms of training,

validation, and testing of different detection strategies are

summarized in Table 4.

The proposed SEoT health monitoring framework is

evaluated with the help of a confusion matrix containing

several test metrics. These test metrics are precision, recall,

f1-Score, Accuracy, False Positive Rate (FPR), and Area

Under Curve (AUC). There are mainly four factors

involved in the computation of these values. A detailed

Fig. 8 Clustering accuracy of the proposed SEoT health monitoring framework

Table 4 Training, validation, and testing accuracy ð%Þ results of different detection strategies

Dataset length Algorithm Data points

1000 3000 5000 8000

Train Valid Test Train Valid Test Train Valid Test Train Valid Test

50% KMC 98.35 98.28 98.37 98.17 98.16 98.08 99.67 99.68 99.69 98.59 98.58 98.43

FNN 98.33 98.38 98.48 98.25 98.26 98.27 98.57 98.47 98.66 98.44 98.38 98.59

ANN 98.23 98.35 98.46 97.16 97.18 97.19 97.11 97.12 97.13 98.46 98.29 98.36

KMNN 98.16 98.25 98.16 97.88 97.82 97.82 97.31 97.33 97.34 98.51 98.33 98.33

75% KMC 95.81 95.62 95.73 97.84 95.58 97.67 97.84 97.85 97.86 98.55 98.84 98.78

FNN 97.02 97.01 97.12 97.18 98.02 98.01 97.04 97.03 97.04 98.73 98.66 97.52

ANN 97.62 97.41 97.35 97.12 97.13 97.13 97.88 97.89 97.90 98.44 98.42 98.40

KMNN 96.88 96.45 96.89 97.85 97.86 97.87 97.91 97.92 97.93 98.52 98.50 98.48

100% KMC 91.31 91.11 91.19 98.82 98.80 98.81 97.11 97.15 97.17 98.43 98.42 98.44

FNN 98.71 98.67 98.88 98.22 98.23 98.24 97.16 97.18 97.20 98.31 98.16 98.18

ANN 98.29 91.11 91.79 97.11 97.02 97.00 97.17 97.18 97.19 98.11 98.03 98.05

KMNN 91.89 90.82 91.71 98.01 98.02 98.03 97.87 97.89 97.91 98.21 98.12 98.12
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description of each test metric with its factors is given in

Table 5.

The clustering performance of the proposed SEoT health

monitoring framework is evaluated. Table 6 illustrated the

outcome of the experiment. The clustering performance is

measured on all four different clustering approaches. The

experiment has performed on different data points (1000,

3000, 5000, and 8000). It has been observed that the

model’s accuracy is improved while the data points

increase. The accuracy results also illustrated that KMNN

performance is better than the other three clustering

approaches.

Another experiment was performed to determine the

computation overhead in terms of time taken by the

Table 5 Description of performance metrics

Test metric

[10, 43]

Definition Equation

Accuracy (a) Computed by dividing all classes’ correct identification by the dataset’s total data points. Accuracy (a) =
ðTþÞþðT�Þ

ðTþÞþðT�ÞþðFþÞþðF�Þ

Precision (q) Computed by dividing the value of (T?) by the total of (T?) and (F?). Precision (q) = ðTþÞ
ðTþÞþðFþÞ

Recall (n) Percentage of (T?) divided by the total of (T?) and (F-). Recall (n) = ðTþÞ
ðTþÞþðF�Þ

F-Score (Fs) Precision and Recall harmonic mean is defined as F-score. F-Score = 2 * n�q
nþq

False Positive

Rate (FþR)
Computed as the total number of (F?) divided by the sum of (T?) and (T-). FþR =

ðFþÞ
ðTþÞþðT�Þ

Area Under

Curve (AUC)

It is the trade-off between misclassification rate and FþR. This is used to determine the best

model for predicting abnormal data using all thresholds.

AUC =
1
2
ð ðTþÞ
ðTþÞþðFþÞ þ

ðT�Þ
ðT�ÞþðFþÞÞ

True Positive

Rate (Tþ)

The total data points identified as normal while they were actually normal.

True Negative

Rate (T�)

The total data points identified as abnormal while they were actual abnormal.

False Positive

Rate (Fþ)

The total data points identified as normal while they were actual abnormal.

False Negative

Rate (F�)

The total data points identified as abnormal while they were actually normal.

Table 6 Performance summary

of our proposed SEoT health

monitoring framework

Data points Algorithms q (%) n (%) Fs (%) a (%) FþR AUC (%)

1000 KMC 88.89 84.21 86.49 93.75 0.03 85.97

FNN 82.35 82.35 82.35 92.5 0.04 78.43

ANN 84.62 88.00 86.27 91.25 0.05 78.46

KMNN 94.74 94.74 94.74 97.5 0.01 93.18

3000 KMC 83.72 75.79 79.56 90.75 0.04 79.88

FNN 94.94 75.76 84.27 93 0.01 93.68

ANN 90.32 73.68 81.16 93.5 0.02 88.65

KMNN 93.06 94.37 93.71 97.75 0.01 91.64

5000 KMC 82.35 89.74 85.89 94.25 0.04 78.52

FNN 93.67 82.22 87.57 94.75 0.01 92.16

ANN 90.00 86.30 88.11 95.75 0.02 88.07

KMNN 95.95 93.42 94.67 98 0.01 95.06

8000 KMC 91.11 86.32 88.65 94.75 0.02 88.72

FNN 90.14 87.67 88.89 96 0.02 88.21

ANN 91.55 90.28 90.91 96.75 0.02 89.87

KMNN 96.00 96.00 96.00 98.5 0.01 95.11
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proposed attribute-based encryption technique. This work

implements the ABE encryption technique with an access

policy to achieve data security and access control. Multiple

operations are performed in the proposed ABE like tree

matrix generation, secret key generation, token generation,

encryption, decryption, and keyword searching. The time

required to compute all these operations is calculated with

respect to the number of users and data size. Figures 9 and

10 show the time taken to perform all these operations with

respect to the number of users and data size, respectively.

In Fig. 9, the graph’s x-axis denotes the number of users,

which ranges from 0 to 120 and the y-axis denotes the time.

In Fig. 10 the graph’s x-axis denotes the data size (in kb),

which ranges from 0 to 1200 and the y-axis denotes the

time. The achieved graphical result of both the figures il-

lustrated that as the number of users/data size increases, the

required time to perform the operation is also linearly

increased.

5.1 Security analysis

In this section, we have discussed how the system will

protect from different security attacks as explained below:

• Access control The proposed technique uses a search-

able attribute-based encryption Algorithm based on the

access policy. The codeword is used in this access

control approach, which can give secret keys for

different labels. The corresponding ciphertext can be

accessed only if the user’s attributes match the access

control approach. The codeword of the attributes in the

ciphertext cannot be retrieved if the user’s fetched

attribute does not match the access control approach.

• Data confidentiality In this approach, the patient data is

encrypted with the secret key generated by the

MKEY GENðÞ and creates the encrypted index. After

that, the ciphertext and encrypted index are sent to the

cloud server. When the data user sends a request to the

cloud server, the cloud server executes a search token

using the keyword (attribute). As a result, the required

information is fetched after maintaining data storage

security.

• Key security Generally, no encryption techniques are

used to deliver the user’s key to the server in the

attribute-based searchable encryption schemes. In this

scheme, the user key is blindfolded with a codeword

and each key location is stored to ensure the user key’s

security and secrecy. The server uses the key to

establish if the user key attribute meets the search

conditions, which results in user key leakage and loss of

data confidentiality.

• Anonymity It shows that the patient data never reveal

the patient’s identity, or when a patient is communi-

cating, the patient’s identity should be kept secret. In

this scheme, search tokens are generated anonymously

with patient data. Also, the scheme provides non-

likability with this search token so that no secret key is

revealed throughout the process.

• Data availability In most attribute-based searchable

schemes, the data availability chances get low because

the ciphertext is saved on the cloud server. The

Fig. 9 Required time to perform the operations with respect to the number of users
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keyword that acts as a trapdoor is provided to the cloud

server whenever a keyword has to be searched. Now,

for each file, a heuristic match is established using the

trapdoor received by the cloud. If the match is

successful, the keyword is present in the file. Finally,

the cloud returns all files that successfully meet the

search criteria to the user. Only the returned file has to

be encrypted after getting the search results. However,

in this scheme, the codeword is used for finding the

search key which will track the document ID. This will

increase the data availability chance high.

6 Conclusion

Smart healthcare systems provide a better opportunity to

distribute the load of the overburdened traditional health-

care system. Most of the smart healthcare systems are

based on cloud-based IoT technology. However, this

technology’s service latency rate is insufficient to cater to

the demands of emergency, time-critical healthcare needs.

So, the edge layer introduced between the IoT devices and

the cloud layer called EoT manages to overcome a few

limitations of a smart healthcare system. The SEoT

framework for monitoring of health conditions of people

has been proposed in this paper. The framework is aimed to

predict or detect the chance of a diseased condition in a

person by analyzing the deviation of observed bio-signal

values from the usual or standard values. The framework

detects the abnormal data received from the edge device. It

provides secure access to sensitive data in the cloud. Four

different clustering techniques have been used to detect

abnormality in transmitted patient data. ABE technique

with access policy is used to maintain the security of the

patient data stored in the cloud. The outcome of the

experiment KMNN clustering technique performed better

than the other three algorithms. The algorithm maintains

accuracy up to 98.5%. The efficiency of the proposed

system can be enhanced by adding more edge devices at

the edge layer. The future directions of this work can be

done by adding blockchain technology to enhance the

security and access control mechanism in the proposed

framework.
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